
BEST WAYS TO SELL 

HEALTHCARE FURNITURE CANADA



While there are many things that go into creating a positive healthcare experience, one
of the most important is the furniture you choose. While it might not seem like it at
first, the right furniture can make all the difference in how your patients feel about
their experiences and their outcomes.

So, what kind of healthcare furniture in Canada do you need in your facility? Here are
some must-have pieces:

Furniture with adjustable heights—This is great for people who may be in wheelchairs
or otherwise have trouble getting up from sitting positions. It's also great for parents
with young children as well as children themselves who are learning how to walk.



Furniture with adjustable
armrests—Patients who need to
sit for long periods of time will
appreciate this feature since it
allows them to get comfortable
without having to adjust their
posture or move around
constantly.

Bedside tables: These can be
used to hold a patient's personal
belongings or for use as a place
for family members to sit during
visiting hours.



Pediatric furnishing: Paediatric furniture is any type of furniture
designed to meet the needs of children up through adolescence—
including cribs and changing tables (which are often combined into
one piece), high chairs and booster seats, playpens and strollers (for
younger babies), and other infants/toddler-specific items like swings
or rocking chairs.

Ward Furniture: Ward furniture refers to all of the items that are
used on a daily basis by patients who are staying at a hospital or
other medical facility. These include tables, chairs, beds, couches,
and other types of seating options that can be used by visitors as well
as staff members who work at these facilities on a regular basis.



Call Intellicare Furniture For Superior Healthcare Furniture Canada:
Enrich your healthcare facility with ergonomically-designed furniture. Our
products are created with cutting-edge technology and we also customize
furniture as per your specific requirements. Reach us at 1.800.764.2392 for a
telephone consultation!

https://www.intellicarefurniture.com/


ADDRESS:
INTELLICARE FURNITURE
1710 Bonhill Rd, Mississauga

Ontario, L5T 1C8, Canada

Ph: 1.800.764.2392 | 
905.672.0942

Email: 
info@intellicarefurniture.com

Web: 
https://www.intellicarefurniture.c
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